Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae Publish Updated Redesigned
URLA and Supporting Documents
October 23, 2019
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae (the GSEs) have published the static components of the updated redesigned Uniform
Residential Loan Application (URLA) (Freddie Mac Form 65/ Fannie Mae Form 1003), reflecting revisions announced on
August 8, 2019. This static version of the URLA includes all changes to form appearance, allowing industry to scope
additional changes needed to implement the redesigned form. The GSEs will publish an interactive (fillable) PDF version
of the redesigned URLA in early 2020.
A detailed description of each change is presented in Appendix 1. Changes have been made to the Borrower Information,
Additional Borrower Information, Lender Loan Information, Continuation Sheet, and Unmarried Addendum components.
The Rendering Design Options document has been updated and reposted to reflect these changes.
NOTE:

The dynamic version of the redesigned URLA has been retired.

The GSEs are on track to publish their respective updated automated underwriting system (AUS) specifications and
supporting documents in November 2019, and to announce the updated implementation timeline and mandate before the
end of the year.

Additional Information
The GSEs are committed to helping our customers and other industry stakeholders understand and adopt the updated
redesigned URLA and AUS specifications. We will continue to work closely with lenders and technology solution providers
to assist them throughout the implementation process.
The documents referenced in this announcement, as well as other supporting materials, are located on Freddie Mac’s
URLA web page.
If you have questions about the redesigned URLA, AUS Specifications, or other supporting documents, please contact
your GSE representative or email ULAD@FreddieMac.com or ULAD@FannieMae.com.
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Appendix 1: Content and Format Changes to the Redesigned Form 65/ Form
1003
All content and format changes to each URLA component are illustrated (in red) by URLA section and described by the
bullets below.

Borrower and Additional Borrower Changes
Section 1: Borrower Information

▪ List Name(s) of Other Borrowers(s) Applying for this Loan was expanded to accommodate approximately
four rows of text box, and the instruction “- Use a separator between names” was added.

▪ Relocated Military Service questions to new Section 7: Military Service.
▪ Removed Language Preference questions.

▪ Address: shortened Street field and added Unit # field; shortened City field and added Country field
▪ Changed the format of Start Date from (mm/yyyy) to (mm/dd/yyyy)
▪ Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form

▪ Moved up section to bottom of first page (into space provided by removal of Military Service and Language
Preference questions)

▪ Changed Effective Date to TBD on all pages of the Borrower and Additional Borrower components
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Moved up section to the top of the second page

▪
▪
▪
▪

Address: shortened Street field and added Unit # field; shortened City field and added Country field

Address: shortened Street field and added Unit # field; shortened City field and added Country field
Changed the format of Start Date from (mm/yyyy) to (mm/dd/yyyy)
Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form

Changed the format of Start Date and End Date from (mm/yyyy) to (mm/dd/yyyy)
Relocated Check if you were the Business Owner or Self-Employed to be in the same row as Start Date
Reformatted and repositioned Previous Gross Monthly Income to match the length of the Gross Monthly
Income fields in 1b. and 1c. On interactive form, eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will
be truncated to two decimal places.
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▪ 1e. is now the last section of Section 1: Borrower Information, leaving white space at the bottom of page 2.
▪ Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form

Section 5: Declarations

▪ Capitalized “Federal” in H. Are you currently delinquent or in default on a Federal debt?
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▪ Relocated Military Service questions from Section 1a. to a new Section 7 preceding the Demographic
Information section.

▪ Added instructions to the section heading, “This section asks questions about your (or your deceased spouse’s)
military service.”

▪ Changed the format of “expiration date of service/tour” from (mm/yyyy) to (mm/dd/yyyy)

▪ Renumbered current Section 7: Demographic Information to new Section 8

▪ Renumbered current Section 8: Loan Originator Information to new Section 9
▪ Added instructions to the section heading, “To be completed by your Loan Originator”
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Borrower Only Changes
Section 2: Financial Information—Assets and Liabilities

▪ Added “…and Credits…” to the section heading and edited section completion instructions to read: “…and
credits below. Under Asset or Credit Type…”

▪ Separated and grouped types into “Assets” and “Credits” categories and added two new Credit types: “Lot
Equity” and “Relocation Funds”

▪ Added “or Credit Type…” to the Type column heading / interactive form dropdown box heading
▪ Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form

▪ Added a fourth line item to the section
Section 3: Financial Information—Real Estate

The following changes apply to Sections 3a, 3b and 3c:

▪ Changed Unit # length to five characters and repositioned address fields to make room for Country field
▪ Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form

▪ Added a new field: “Intended Occupancy with values Investment, Primary Residence, Second Home, Other”
that will be interactive form dropdown box choices

▪ Renamed the field label “For Investment Property Only” to “For 2-4 Unit Primary or Investment Property.”
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Section 4: Loan and Property Information

▪ Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form

▪ Removed “FHA Secondary Residence” from radio button choices for Occupancy and made it its own field with
a checkbox to indicate yes or no.

▪ Added a new enumeration, “Lender,” to the list of sources and interactive form dropdown box choices
▪ Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form
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Section 6: Acknowledgments and Agreements

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Introductory statement replaced by Definitions section
Paragraph (1) Indented text under (a) and (b) and capitalized “Federal”
Paragraph (2) Removed single bullet
Paragraph (4) Indented text under (a) and (b) and capitalized “Federal”
Paragraph (6) Renamed and replaced entire section.
Added “Additional” to second borrower signature line
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Lender Loan Information Changes

▪ Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form

▪ Changed the format of Lot Acquired Date from (mm/yyyy) to (mm/dd/yyyy)

▪ Removed colon from the Leasehold: Expiration Date field and changed the format from (mm/yyyy) to
(mm/dd/yyyy)

▪ Italicized the parentheticals
▪ Under Indian Country Land Tenure removed the parenthesis for (On a Reservation) and (Off Reservation)

▪ Italicized the parentheticals
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▪ Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form

▪ Eliminated automatic rounding of all amount fields; values will be truncated to two decimal places on the
interactive form

▪ Italicized the parentheticals
▪ Moved instructions for E. Credit Cards and Other Debts Paid Off to a second line.
▪ Added instructions to L. Seller Credits
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▪ Added instructions to M. Other Credits
L5. Homeownership Education and Counseling

▪ Removed L5. Homeownership Education and Housing Counseling section
▪ Changed Effective Date to TBD on all pages of the Lender Loan Information component

Continuation Sheet Changes

▪ Added “Additional” to second borrower signature line.
▪ Changed Effective Date to TBD

Unmarried Addendum Changes

▪ Changed Effective Date to TBD
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